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Abstract
This thesis presents a versatile tool for anomaly detection, which is presented as a new functionality for
Daphne’s cognitive assistant. This tool allows the user to analyze any kind of time series data, univariate or
multivariate, and search for non conforming patterns, i.e. anomalies. Several anomaly detection algorithms
have been integrated to analyze either a concrete variable, or the multivariate series as a whole. Multiple
algorithms allow the user to search for different kind of anomalies in the data, accounting on data properties
(seasonality, correlation), or on problem requirements (isolated anomalies, clustered anomalies)
Complementary features to anomaly detection were also implemented, as an attempt to help the
user choose a specific algorithm or understand its output. These features include data properties extrac-
tion (Seasonality, Correlation), checking agreement between different algorithms and diagnosing the novel
anomalies using a database provided by the user.
To enhance user experience an interactive interface has been implemented. The main components
of the interface are a plot and different functionalities. The plot displays the problem’s variables and the
outputs from the anomaly detection algorithms, and also allows the user to select and obtain information
about the data. The functionalities allow the user to: run and configure anomaly detection methods;
upload data; execute the complementary features.
The current implementation of the tool can be found at the following link:
https://www.selva-research.com/anomalies/
Keywords
Anomaly Detection, Anomaly diagnose, Cognitive Assistant, Unsupervised Anomaly Detection, Time Series
Analysis, Multivariate Analysis
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Daphne - Anomaly Detection
1. Introduction
In machine learning, anomaly detection refers to the identification of patterns of data that do not
adjust to the expected behaviour [1]. This patterns are referred to as anomalies or outliers. Another
definition for anomaly is: an observation which deviates enough from the others to suspect that it was
generated by a different mechanism [2]. According to this, the anomalies can be an indicator that the
system analyzed is not behaving in the expected way. As a result, detecting these patterns has multiple
real life applications, by spotting crashes or malfunctions early, and preventing their consequences.
One of these applications is fraud detection [3], this includes any kind of undesirable behaviours such
as bank fraud or system intrusion. As an example, financial institutions monitor credit card transactions.
Applying anomaly detection algorithms, they can spot changes on the normal transactions pattern [4], and
this can warn them that the credit card might have been stolen, or that an illicit use of the card is taking
place. Another broadly used branch of fraud detection is computer intrusion [5]. Companies survey data,
such as account logins or information requests, to guarantee that confidential information is not being
compromised.
In many systems considering the behaviour of different variables can help detect and predict faults
or overloads. As an example, in mechanical systems, detecting anomalies in bearings can help to predict
their remaining useful life [6]. In satellite control systems, addressing control wheels [7] and sensor [8]
malfunctions, can prevent catastrophic failures. In satellite power subsystems, anomalies must be monitored
to guarantee overall system health [9], and each particular component’s [10]. In distribution systems, like
natural gas networks [11], detecting anomalies in consumption might warn for a failure like a leak on the
distribution system.
In epidemiology, anomaly detection techniques are used to control different factors related with in-
fectious deceases [12]. Anomalies in this factors might indicate events like the start of an outbreak.
Early detection and diagnose of these incidents are fundamental for a fast action against them, preventing
important consequences in global health.
Anomaly detection techniques can be even applied to computer vision data. In particular, video
surveillance data has been fed to these algorithms in order to detect infractions in crowded scenes [13] like
sneaking into the subway [14].
This thesis presents a tool for anomaly detection based on Daphne cognitive assistant [15], motivated
by the diversity of applications of anomaly detection and the lack of a free versatile and open source tool
for this problem. Daphne’s anomaly detection tool presents an interface to analyze any kind of time series
data, by performing anomaly detection, extracting data properties and understanding and diagnosing the
detected anomalies.
The structure of this thesis starts with a related work section 2, where other anomaly detection tools
are presented, as well as the current approaches on anomaly detection methods. Sections 3 and 4 explain
in detail the Anomaly detection algorithms used and the functionalities implemented respectively. To show
the potential of the tool some practical examples are developed in 5. Section 6 presents future work in
order to improve the current tool. To end Section 7 presents conclusions and remarks on the work done.
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2. Related work
This section presents other already developed tools for anomaly detection (Section 2.1), and the
current literature on anomaly detection methods (Section 2.2)
2.1 Anomaly Detection Tools
Detecting anomalies and monitoring temporal data is a topic of interest in many areas. Due to the
numerous applications, many companies are interested on integrating this technology. As a result, tools
for anomaly detection have been developed to satisfy the market demand.
New tools like Anodot [16], allow businesses to monitor variables on marketing and sales environments
in order to detect anomalous events, such as drops on sales. By crossing information from diverse sources,
such as of social networks or important events, and using big data algorithms, these algorithms provide
possible explanations of the anomalies. All these allows companies to react and correct these behaviours.
Other tools like CA technologies Threat Analytics [17], are more focused on security concerns. This
tool provides an interface to monitor the accesses to the company’s network, in order to avoid compromising
important information. Using anomaly detection algorithms it warns the user of suspicious activities. Once
suspicious activity is spotted, it tracks and displays the context and content in order to recognize the
anomalous behaviour.
Both [16] and [17], provide very specific solutions targeted to particular problems. In contrast, HTM-
Studio [18], another Anomaly Detection tool provides a more generic approach. Using Hierarchical Tempo-
ral Memory (HTM) algorithms, patterns in any temporal data provided are modeled and, applying specific
anomaly detection methods to HTM [19, 20], anomalous data is located. This tool is quite versatile, as it
allows any temporal series to be analyzed. Although the main drawback is that it only allows to analyze
univariate time series, and it cannot be used to extract any other information form the data other than
anomalies.
In contrast with the existing tools Daphne’s anomaly detection tool allows the user to analyze any
dataset, and detect anomalies both in univariate series and multivariate series, allowing to use multiple
anomaly detection methods to adapt itself to the requirements of each particular problem. It also allows
the user to extract intrinsic information about the data such as correlations or seasonality, and to diagnose
the anomalies detected when a database of anomalies is provided.
The main outcome of the presented tool is the versatility at analyzing any dataset, and multiple kind
of problems. Keeping up with Daphne [15], this tool is also presented as open source and free to access,
in contrast with most of the available tools. Although, to present it as a truly relevant tool many of the
points presented in future work (Section 6) have to be implemented first.
5
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2.2 Anomaly Detection Algorithms
Anomaly Detection is a broad field that has been studied in the context of a large domain of application.
An extensive overview is provided in the literature [1, 2, 21, 22], presenting approaches to different kinds
of data, and to different specific problems.
There are three possible approaches to the anomaly detection problem, in terms of whether labeled
data is provided: Supervised (labeled normal and anomalous data), Semisupervised (only normal instances)
and Unsupervised (generic data). Although there is literature regarding Supervised [23] and Semisupervised
[24] algorithms, mainly unsupervised algorithms were consider to be applied. This is mainly because of
the majority of the data provided corresponds to unlabeled datasets, and because the supervised methods
might fail to detect novel anomalies. Also some of the unsupervised methods can be easily modified to
perform in a semisupervised fashion by providing a particular training dataset.
As Daphne’s tool is oriented to temporal data, time series approaches are interesting to consider [25].
This techniques usually consider the temporal context, instead all the data instances. The main advantage
of these methods is that they adapt to changing patterns in data over time. As a result, they can detect
more subtle anomalies, that might be hidden to a more general algorithm. When analyzing time series two
type of anomalies can be considered: punctual anomalies, or anomalous sub sequences. The developed
tool is mainly focused on punctual anomalies, for what different approaches can be considered.
A common approach consists on using predictive models in order to estimate the series value at each
moment. After that, the real values are compared with the estimated ones. If there is not agreement
between the predicted and the real values, the point is considered an anomaly. This includes methods such
as ARIMA models [26, 27, 28] HTM [20, 19], single-layer lineal network(AR model)[29], nearest cluster
[29], or multilayer perceptron [29].
Other methods only check if the data corresponds to the patterns of the data in a determined temporal
context. This can be done by using measures like entropy [30], or by checking if each point corresponds to
the distribution from its context’s data [31]. As time series can be interpreted as sequences, frameworks
using Hidden Markov Models (HMM) [32] can be also applied. A common methodology using HMM
consists on considering that the data might be generated by two hidden states: an standard hidden state,
or an anomalous state.
Another approach, that has not yet been yet considered in Daphne’s tool, is to search for anomalous
subsequences on the time series. To do so, similarity measures are computed between subsequences of the
time series, these serve as a start point for the anomaly detection algorithm. Examples of these measures
include Dynamic Time Warping (DTW) [33], or simply, euclidean distance [34].
Time series methods often lack of a general approach, this made take into consideration to also
implement algorithms that take into account all the data on the time series, and not just the point’s
context. There is a wide variety of these kind of algorithms such as: density based methods [35], isolation
methods [36], clustering based methods [37, 38] or support vector machines based methods[39]. All these
strip away the temporal dimension from the data, and only consider the values of the variables to spot
anomalies in an absolute context.
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3. Methodologies
Recalling this diversity of the needs of the data, different methods have been implemented to try
to include various types of data as well as different problems requirements. Four methods have been
implemented, two univariate (Sections 3.1 and 3.2) and two multivariate (Sections 3.3 and 3.4). Both
univariate methods are widely known and commonly applied. The multivariate methods are more recent,
the first one was published this year, while the second one is already quite known and applied. The
algorithms mentioned in this section were implemented using python programming language, aided mainly
by numpy and pandas libraries.
3.1 Statistical Methods
Statistical methods are based in one main assumption, the fact that the data sampled follow a concrete
statistical distribution. The statistical distribution may be chosen attending to the data properties, or using
a priory knowledge regarding the data.
In particular Gaussian model-based methods are widely used, both can be applied to univariate data
[2] and to multivariate data [40]. These methods have been used in fields such as product quality control
[41], data centers (i.e. web servers, online cloud servers...) [42], sensor data [31], or systems fault prognosis
[6] and diagnosis [43].
Using the normal distribution to detect anomalies is quite simple and fast, as a result the Gaussian
model based methods can be applied to online anomaly detection algorithms. Although, the performance
can be quite poor, but it can be considered as a start point to compare with other developing anomaly
detection methods.
3.1.1 Proposed Method
In order to have a benchmark anomaly detection method the Gaussian model based method was
implemented. The implementation was done in a very similar way that the one presented in [31].
The anomaly detection algorithm analyzes each data point xi individually, and classifies it in ”anoma-
lous” or ”non anomalous”. To perform this classification a context Ci for each the data point is considered.
This context is defined to contain the w previous data points Ci = {xi−w , xi−(w−1), ..., xi−2, xi−1}. The
points of Ci are fitted to a normal distribution N(µi ,σ
2
i ) whose are estimated using the following expressions:
µˆi =
∑
x∈Ci x
w
(1)
σˆi =
√∑
x∈Ci (x − µˆi )2
w − 1 (2)
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Once the parameters have been estimated, the data point is classified by comparing it to the context
data. If does not fit the data, it will be considered an anomaly. To determine if it fits or not, it will be
required to belong with high probability to the contexts Ci distribution, N(µi ,σi ). To distinguish between
anomalous and non anomalous instances, an interval Ii is fixed for each point. The analyzed data point
xi will be considered non anomalous if it lays on the interval Ii = [µˆ − t, µˆ + t], and anomalous if it lays
outside it. The term t is a threshold fixed attending to σˆi , taking values like t = 3σˆ, 4σˆ.
Algorithm 1 WindowedStatisticsAD(X,w,tstd)
Input: X:input data, w:windowing parameter, tstd:threshold parameter
Output: Detected Anomalies
n = length(X )
Anomalies = [] {initialize anomalies detected}
for i=0 to i=n do
PreviousData = X [i − w , i − 1]
mean = Mean(PreviousData)
std = Standard Deviation(PreviousData)
if not X [i ] in [mean − tdtd · std , mean + tdtd · std ] then
Add X [i ] to Anomalies
end if
end for
return Anomalies
The final pseudo code of the method is presented in algorithm 1. In practice the algorithm is slightly
modified, to avoid problems with the first w data points, this instances are not considered. In this algorithm
two parameters must be fixed:
• Windowing parameter: w . Fixing an adequate windowing parameter is not trivial, it depends on which
kind of anomalies want to be spotted. A higher windowing parameter will only detect anomalies with
a more absolute nature, while anomalies detected with a smaller windowing parameters have a more
local nature (Figure 1).
• Threshold: t. The threshold parameter will be fixed as a function of σˆ, by defining a new parameter
tstd , being t = tstd σˆ. This parameter will only account on the degree of the anomalies detected. A
higher tstd will account for extreme anomalies while a lower value of the parameter will also detect
milder anomalies.
8
(a) WindowedStatisticsAD Method applied with setting w = 100
(b) WindowedStatisticsAD Method applied with setting w = 1000
Figure 1: By setting the adequate w parameter, the algorithm can be configured to
detect anomalies in a more local context with a smaller window, 1a, or in a more
general scope setting w to a higher value, 1b. The data analyzed was obtained
form the Numenta Anomaly Benchmark Database [44], it corresponds to the ambient
temperature in an office that experimented a failure on the control system.
3.2 ARIMA Model Based
The Auto Regressive Integrated Moving Average(ARIMA) models [45] are commonly find in prediction
problems. Examples might include forecasting electricity prices [46], or predicting the run off water resources
[47]. It also can be used combined with different algorithms such artificial neural networks [48] to increase
the accuracy of the model.
9
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These ARIMA models predict the a value of the time series at every time within a confidence interval.
The approach in anomaly detection consists on computing this interval and, for each data point, checking
whether it belongs or not to it, classifying them as anomalous if they do not.
3.2.1 ARIMA Models
ARIMA models are used to describe a time series by using the values and errors from the previous
terms. Given a time series {x0, x1, x2...} is explained by an ARIMA model as follows:
(
1−
p∑
i=1
αiL
i
)
(1− L)dxn = (1 +
q∑
i=1
θiL
i )n (3)
The terms from Equation (3) will be explained below:
• n is the prediction error, correspondent to the difference between the estimated term from the
ARIMA model and the real term: i = xi − xˆi . Isolating the xn term from equation (3) it can
be expressed in with the previous terms and error of the series, that would represent the estimated
xˆn (Equation (5)), and the current error (Equation (4)). If the model is fitted correctly the error
distribution must follow a normal centered in zero (n ≈ N(0,σ))
xn = −
d∑
k=1
(−L)k
(
d
k
)
xn + (
p∑
i=1
αiL
i )(1− L)dxn + (
q∑
i=1
θiL
in) + n (4)
xˆn = −
d∑
k=1
(−L)k
(
d
k
)
xn + (
p∑
i=1
αiL
i )(1− L)dxn + (
q∑
i=1
θiL
in) (5)
• L is the lag operator, it represents the previous term of the series when applied to an element, for
example: Lxn = xn−1, or Ln = n−1
• p, d, and q are respectively the auto regressive, integration, and moving average parameters. These
are the ones that can be previously defined for an ARIMA model
– p parameter indicates the number of previous terms of the series considered to fit the data, and
can be estimated taking into account the time series partial auto correlation function.
– d parameter stands for the number of times the series is differentiated, as L is the lag function
(1 − L) is the differentiating operator ((1 − L)xn = xn − xn−1). The d parameter is found by
differentiating the times series until it can be considered stationary.
– q parameter indicates the number of previous error terms considered to predict the next data
point, and it can be estimated taking into account the time series auto correlation function.
• αi are the auto regressive coefficients, which explain how the series will behave considering the
previous values.
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• θi are the moving average coefficients, and they model the influence of the previous errors calculating
the series value on the next term.
Both αi and θi coefficients are found iteratively by maximizing the likelihood that these parameters
explain the series. The parameters are specific for each combination of p, d , q, parameters. In order to
choose the adequate parameters first d is estimated by differentiating the series until this is stationary. To
check the stationarity of the series the Augmented Dickey-Fuller test is performed [49]. Once d parameter
is fixed, a grid search is performed to select p and q. The parameters are chosen attending to the AIC
metric, which represents a trade-off between the complexity of the ARIMA model, and the goodness of fit.
3.2.2 Seasonality and exogenous variables
To introduce further complexity the model can be accommodated to include the seasonal trend and
also the influence of other variables. The resulting model expression is obtained by adding the seasonality
terms to the model as follows:
(1−
p∑
i=1
αiL
i )(1−
P∑
i=1
AiL
i ·s)(1− L)d(1− Ls)Dxn = (1 +
q∑
i=1
θiL
i )(1 +
Q∑
i=1
TiL
i ·s)n (6)
In the previous equation (6), the new terms added correspond to the seasonality modeling. The s
variable indicates the seasonality lag, that represents the period of the seasonality. The resulting model is
denominated Seasonal Autoregressive Integrated Moving Average (SARIMA). The parameters P, D and Q,
are the equivalent of their correspondent lowercase parameters, they indicate analogous properties but for
the seasonal properties. These are estimated similarly to p, d and q. The parameters Ai and Ti are fitted
in an iterative process which maximizes the likelihood of the parameters. The fitting of the SARIMA model
parameters is done simultaneously (parameters α, θ, A, T ). In practice the statsmodels implementation of
this method for python was used
Also exogenous variables can similarly be added to the model (SARIMAX). The relations implied in
the model are linear, in consequence the variables added must be correlated to the principal time series
data analyzed.
3.2.3 Application to Anomaly Detection
The main use of this model is to be used as a forecasting tool. Although it can be also used as an
anomaly detection tool In Algorithm 2 the process to implement anomaly detection is explained in detail.
It consists on two main parts which are: building the model, and predicting a confidence interval for each
point. The classification of the points on anomalous or non anomalous is quite simple, the anomalous data
will lay outside the confidence interval while the non anomalous are the ones located in it.
11
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Algorithm 2 SARIMAXAD(X ,α,S ,ex)
Input: X :input data, α: sensibility parameter, S : seasonality parameter, ex : exogenous variables
Output: Detected Anomalies
Anomalies = [] {initialize anomalies detected}
[p, d , q, P, D, Q] = Find Model Parameters(X , S , ex)
SARIMAXModel = SARIMAX(X , S , ex , [p, d , q, P, D, Q])
Fit Model(SARIMAXModel)
for all (t, y) in X do
CIy = Confidence interval(SARIMAXModel ,t, α)
if not y in CIy then
Add (t, y) to Anomalies
end if
end for
return Anomalies
(a) SARIMAX Method applied to traffic data setting α = 0.10
(b) SARIMAX Method applied to traffic data setting α = 0.01
Figure 2: The shaded part of the plots represent the confidence intervals. A higher
α, 2a, rises the sensitivity by narrowing the confidence interval and detecting more
anomalies as a result. On the other hand, lower α values, 2b, mean in a wider
confidence interval and only detecting very anomalous data
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The anomaly detection algorithm uses α in order determine the amplitude of the confidence interval,
the meaning of this parameter is the uncertainty of the prediction, this means than when for example an
α = 0.01 parameter is chosen, there is a 1% uncertainty of the variable not being in the on the output
confidence interval. Translated into anomaly detection terms, a higher value of the parameter means that
the method will be more sensitive to anomalies, detecting many but also generating false alarms, while a
lower parameter will only detect extreme anomalies, usually overlooking less relevant anomalies (Figure 2).
The rest of the arguments of the algorithm are the seasonal properties (s) and exogenous variables
(ex), adding this instances, increases the specificity of the model to by providing the different patterns and
relations between the data, and as a result adapting better to the data analyzed.
3.3 Adaptive Kernel density-based
Density based algorithms is considered as a part of the nearest neighbor based anomaly detection
techniques. The approach is quite simple, being the main assumption that normal data is located in higher
density regions, while anomalous lays in low density regions [1].
The fist step for this kind of methods is to compute a density for each point of the dataset, to do
so a distance must be defined. As a clarification, all the distances calculated in this section refer to the
euclidean distances, although, this method is valid for any distance that verifies the definition. The original
algorithm developed in this section is presented on [35], it consists on two main steps, which are:
• Calculate the local density for each point
• Calculate a Local Anomaly Score (LAS)
First of all, data must be normalized in order to avoid underestimate or overestimate any variables,
due differences in the magnitudes of the values. In this case, the normalization performed on the data
consists on standardizing the variables, establishing zero mean and unit variance.
The density is computed using a Parzen window estimate, or Kernel density Estimate (KDE). Given a
sample of m samples obtain from the probability density p(x), the estimator is formulated as it follows:
pˆ(x) =
1
m
m∑
i=1
h−nK (
x − xi
h
) (7)
The term K (·) represents the kernel function, and h a width parameter that controls the smoothness
of the estimator. In this approach, the kernel function considered is the Gaussian Kernel. As a result, the
expression for the local density results on:
ρ(xi ) =
1
m − 1
∑
j∈{1,2,...,m}\{i}
exp
{
−
(d(xi − xj)
ri
)2}
(8)
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The parameter ri , is the kernel width, which is not a fixed parameter, instead it is determined for each
point. This determines how to weight the terms accounting on their distance to xi . Wider ri means that,
fixed a distance, the same point will have a greater weight. In anomaly detection it is useful to fix the
width narrower in low density regions and wider in high density regions, in order to help highlighting the
differences between the normal and the anomalous data. It will be computed as follows for each datapoint:
ri = c[dk−max + dk−min + − dk(xi )] (9)
In the equation above, c represents the overall smoothing parameter, which is recommended to be
between 0.5 and 1, in the case of density estimation. The term d(xi ) is the average distance of the k-
nearest neighbors. The terms dk−max and dk−min represent respectively the maximum and minimum of
the set {d(xi )}. Lastly the term  takes a small value, ensures the non zero value of the width parameters,
guarantees existence of ρ(xi ).
Figure 3: Using an anomaly threshold based only in the density of the points, point
p1 might be always flagged as an anomaly, to classify p2 as anomalous this will imply
to classify normal instances from C1 as anomalies too
[1]
Once the densities have been computed, the output of the algorithm is computed. The LAS is
computed as quotient between the density of the point considered, and the density of the neighboring
points.
LAS(xi ) = log
[ 1
k
∑
j∈kNN(xi ) ρ(xj)
ρ(xi )
]
(10)
The LAS overcome the limitations of a density defined for the globally, by allowing to detect anomalies
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in a contextual way, avoiding the miss classification problems showed in Figure 3
To classify a point as an anomaly its density should be significantly lower than its neighbors. The LAS
gives a measure to this concept, as it is defined in equation 10, a higher LAS means the densities of the
neighboring points are higher than the analyzed point’s, and, as a result, the data is characterized as more
anomalous. The values of the LAS are not comprised between any predetermined values, as a result, fixing
a threshold a priory might not be the most adequate option, although values lower than 0 are not consider
as anomalies, as this means that the density of the point is greater than the ones surrounding it.
The pseudocode of the implemented method is found in algorithm 3
Algorithm 3 AdaptiveKDB(X ,k,c)
Input: X :input data, k: number of nearest neighbors, c: smoothing parameter
Output: Anomaly Score
AnomalyScore = [] {initialize anomalies detected}
D = Compute Distance Matrix(X )
for all xi in X do
KNNi = Compute Nearest Neighbors(D(xi ))
dk(xi ) = Compute Mean(D(KNNi , xi ))
end for
dmax = max(dk(xi ))
dmin = min(dk(xi ))
for all xi in X do
ri = Compute kernel radius(dk(xi )){Use equation 9}
ρi = Compute density(D(xi ), ri ){Use equation 8}
end for
for all xi in X do
AnomalyScore[i ] = Compute Anomaly Score(ρi , ρ){Use equation 10}
end for
return AnomalyScore
In Algorithm 3 the matrix D represents the distance matrix, in which each element D(i ,j) represents
the distance between elements i , and j (D(i ,j) = d(xi , xj)). The computation of D matrix is the slowest
part of the algorithm, and increases with complexity O(n2).
To avoid this issue, in problems with big volumes of data, a subset of the data can be used to train
the model. If there is a subset of the data that represents the normal behaviour of the data, it can be
useful to consider this as the training set. In the implementation done, a random sampling is performed as
determined by the user to reduce execution time when working with big data sets.
Although online implementations are not considered yet, the algorithm can be used for online anomaly
detection. In this case a training set must be fixed, and also special attention must be payed to equation
(9), as the d(xi ) might exceed dk−max , as a result ri , must be limited to a minimum value (c[dk−min + ])
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3.4 Isolation Forest
The last Anomaly Detection Algorithms is the Isolation Forest [50]. It is focused on multivariate data
sets, but does not take into account the time dimension. The strategy of this algorithm is to randomly
divide the data, by recursively partitioning it, using what is denominated as isolation trees. Once many of
these trees are obtained, the data points are evaluated through these trees to obtain an Anomaly Score.
The Isolation Forest methodology it is based in a property of the data called mass [51], assuming that
normal data lays in regions with bigger mass, while anomalous data lay in regions with lower mass. One
of the main advantages of using this property, is the ability to efficiently detect clustered anomalies. This
algorithm is significantly different to standard anomaly detection algorithms, as instead of profiling the
normal data, it directly the isolates anomalies.
To clarify, some elements of the problem are defined. The input of the algorithm consists on a data
set X = {x0, x1...xn}, with each of the data points defined by m attributes: x = (xq1 , xq2 , ...xqm), being
Q = {q1, q2, ...qm} the data attributes . The algorithm processes the data and assigns each point an
anomaly score AS(xi ) ∈ [0, 1], 1 meaning that the data is very anomalous, and 0 meaning the data is not
anomalous at all.
This algorithm performs two different steps in order to obtain the anomaly score:
• Create the Isolation Forest (Training stage)
• Evaluate the Data through the Isolation Forest (Testing stage)
(a) (b)
Figure 4: Differences regarding number of partitions in anomalous data 4a regular
data 4b [50]
The training stage is responsible of creating the model, by recognizing the data distribution, and in
particular, the regions where the data is more ”isolated”. This translates in the idea that when the data
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is randomly recursively partitioned, the number of partitions to arrive to one that contains only a single
instance is small(Figure 4a), in contrast, generic data requires a greater number to reach isolation(Figure
4b).
These partitions are denominated Isolation Trees, which can be defined recursively as follows:
Definition 3.1. Isolation Tree Given T a node of an Isolation tree. T can be either an external node
(exNode) with no child or and internal node formed by a test and two child nodes (Tl , Tr ). A test is defined
by an attribute q ∈ Q a split value p, the test divides the elements of T in the nodes: Tl = {x ∈ T |xq < p}
and Tl = {x ∈ T |xq >= p}
Algorithm 4 iTree(X,e,l)
Input: X:input data, e:current tree height, l-height limit
Output: an iTree
if e ≥ l or |X | ≤ 1 then
return exNode{Size : |X |}
else
randomly select q ∈ Q
max : maximum value of attribute q in X
min: maximum value of attribute q in X
randomly choose p ∈ [min, max ]
Split X in Xl = {x ∈ X |xq < p} and Xr = {x ∈ X |xq ≥ p}
return InNode(
Left : iTree(Xl , e + 1, l),
Right : iTree(Xr , e + 1, l),
SplitAttribute : q,
SplitValue : p)
end if
The training phase consists on computing a reasonable number t of iTrees, in order to identify the
isolation patterns of the data. By computing a big number of isolation trees and averaging them, the normal
behaviour of the data can be profiled. The pseudocode (Algorithm 4), shows how a iTree is computed. To
implement this function, two classes (InNode and ExNode) must be defined as stated in definition 3.1.
In contrast with other anomaly detection algorithms, in which more data means a better fit, isolation
trees work better when keeping the training data small, as large datasets reduce the capacity of isolating
the data. As a result, in the training phase the iTrees are not defined using the whole data X , instead, a
sub sample of the data X ′ ⊂ X ||X ′| = ψ, is obtained to fit each iTree. The subsampling size parameter ψ
is fixed to a number, fixing ψ = 256 generally provides a good performance of the algorithm [50].
Once the iForest is computes, the testing stage is performed. In the testing stage the average path
length is computed for each x ∈ X , in order to obtain the Anomaly Score.
Definition 3.2. Given an instance x and an iTree T , the path length of x referred to T (h(x)) is the
number of edges that must be gone through in order to reach an external node.
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Figure 5: Convergence of the average path length[50]
When increasing the number of generated isolation trees, the average number of partitions converges
to a concrete value as shown in Figure 5. The interest of the algorithms lays in identifying elements with
shorter paths, as a result, there is no point in calculating in detail the path of elements with the longest
paths. When defining the iTree, a limit of height was fixed in order to avoid this computations. This height
is defined as the average path of an iTree (log2(ψ)), and represents the l parameter from Algorithm 4. In
order to estimate the longitude remaining when an external node is reached, a term based (c(s)) in the size
of the external node (s) is added to the path length of the node. This term is computed based in equation
11 that represents the average path length of an unsuccessful search in a Binary Search Tree (BST) [52]
of size n. The algorithm to compute the path length is detailed in Algorithm 5
c(n) = 2H(n − 1)− (2(n − 1)/n) (11)
In equation 11 the term H(i) represents the harmonic number which can be estimated by H(i) =
ln i + γ, being γ the Euler-Mascheroni constant.
Algorithm 5 pathLength(x,T,e)
Input: x: a data point, T: an iTree , e: current path length (initialized to 0)
Output: path length of x
if T is exNode then
return e + c(T.Size) {c() defined in }
end if
q = T.SplitAttribute
if xq < T .SplitValue then
return pathLenght(x , T .left, e + 1)
else
{xq ≥ T .SplitValue}
return pathLenght(x , T .right, e + 1)
end if
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Once the average path has been computed the anomaly score can be computed. The output score of
this method is based on the average path length of a BST with size the sub sampling size: c(ψ). The score
is defined by equation 12. In the Anomaly score equation the term E (h(x)) indicates the expected value
of the path length of element x , which can be estimated by averaging the lengths over the trees computed
E (h(x)) ≈ ¯h(x)
AS(x) = 2
− E(h(x))
c(ψ) = 2
− ¯h(x)
c(ψ) (12)
Considering equation 12 the anomaly score can be easily interpreted. Data points x with values
AS(x) ≤ 0.5 mean that ¯h(x) ≥ c(ψ), i.e. the mean path length is greater than an the mean unsuccessful
BST path, which implies that x is not characterized as anomalous. On the other hand, if x has an anomaly
score significantly greater than 0.5 this will indicate an anomalous point.
Once all the stages of the algorithms have been defined, the pseudocode of iTree can be found at
Algorithm 6
Algorithm 6 iForest(x,ψ,t)
Input: x: a data point, ψ: subsampling size , t: number of iTrees computed
Output: Anomaly Score
l = Set Limit iTree Height (ψ)
T = initialize iTree array
for i=0 to i=t do
Xsample = Subsample a ψ sized data from x
T = Append(T, iTree(Xsample, 0, l))
end for
AnomalyScore = initialize Anomaly Score array
for all y in x do
PathLenghts = initialize Path Lenghts array
for all iT in T do
PathLenghts = Append(PathLenghts, pathLenght(y,iT,0))
end for
AnomalyScore = Append(AnomalyScore, Compute Anomaly Score (PathLenghts)){Use equation 12}
end for
return AnomalySore
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4. Daphne integration
The main objective of this project is to integrate these algorithms into one tool which is easy to use,
that provides the user an understanding on why the data is classified as anomalous, and aids the diagnose of
these anomalies. The integration has been done in JavaScript and in Python, the logic has been integrated
in Python using the Django framework, while all the user interface was done using the Vue framework
based on JavaScript.
4.1 User Interface
Figure 6: DAPHNE Anomaly Detection Feature Interface. 1 User Menu, 2 Anomaly Plot, 3 Question
Bar and 4 Functionalities
The user interface uses Daphne’s [15] design and disposition as a template. The interface is divided
in four parts that can be seen in Figure 6 which are:
• 1. User Menu: Displays the available features
• 2. Anomaly Plot: Graphically represents the data and the anomalies detected, it also allows the user
to select different regions or to obtain information about a concrete instance of the data.
• 3. Question Bar: Allow the user to ask questions to Daphne, either by writing it in the bar, or by
speaking it to a microphone.
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• 4. Functionalities: Allows interaction with the data, user can use these to upload data, perform
anomaly detection algorithms or ask questions too.
4.1.1 User Menu
The user menu (Figure 7) consists on a list with the functionalities available to the user. These will
be shown in white color when displayed in the functionalities section, and in grey when hidden. To show a
hidden functionality the user must only click on it. To hide one, it must be done by closing it directly at
the functionality section.
Figure 7: User Menu. Highlighted in white color appear the functionalities displayed.
4.1.2 Anomaly Plot
The Anomaly Plot displays the data selected at the moment by the user. It also allows the user
to select data to feed specific operations on the data, and to click and display information of a specific
datapoint. The main components of the Anomaly plot are listed below:
Figure 8: Anomaly Plot Sample. The elements highlighted are: 1 Series plot, 2
options menu, 3 information bar and 4 selection tabs
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• The series plot is the main content of the plot. It contains a series plot in which are represented
either the selected variable, the anomaly score of a Multivariate method or both.
The selected variable will be represented with a black color line, and the axis with the scale will be
located on the left side. The Anomaly Score series is plotted in dark blue, and the axis and scale are
both on the right side. To alternate between both plots two selection tabs were implemented in the
top left of the plot, by changing the active tab, the plotted series is alternated. In order to plot both
series, a check box must be activated in the options menu.
In the series plot the anomalies are represented as red dots for univariate anomalies and as purple
dots for multivariate anomalies. The selected points are also represented as dots, but these are bigger
and grey.
In order to provide some feedback of the interaction of the user a cursor is implemented as a vertical
grey line for the hovered points with a square on the data point. Also when an observation is clicked
this is selected an displayed in the options menu.
• The options menu is located on the right side of the plot. Its main function is to enable the user
to change the mouse mode, to overlap the both plots, and display information. The user can also
cancel all the selected and clicked points by clicking on the ”Cancel all Selections” button.
There are three modes available, the zoom and pan mode, the select mode and the deselect mode.
The select and deselect mode work by simply dragging the mouse over the points that the user wants
to select.
• The information bar is located on the top part of the plot, and displays relevant information about
the detection algorithms and the anomalies detected. Both the univariate and multivariate selected
algorithms are displayed on the bar, and also the number of the detected anomalies by each method.
This methods are the ones whose anomalies are displayed at the plot.
4.1.3 Question Bar
The question bar is inherited from the original interface from Daphne [15]. This object continues in
development, its objective is to be able to introduce directly the questions available for Daphne in this
input box, either by writing directly the request on the question bar, or by speaking it to the microphone.
4.1.4 Functionalities
Functionalities are displayed in the windows below the anomaly plot. These can be arranged, widen
or narrowed by the user for its convenience, They can also be removed by clicking on the ”x” button. The
following functionalities have been implemented:
• Anomaly detection: Through this functionality the user can execute the different algorithms imple-
mented, and choose the variables to be analyzed.
There are two list fields, one to select a variable and another to select an anomaly detection method.
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The variable selected is the variable that will be considered to any analysis that will have as an
objective a single variable. This will also be the one displayed in the anomaly plot.
All the algorithms are presented in the methods list and are preceded by the Multivariate or Univariate
word in order to specify which kind of method is chosen. Next to this field there is a button that
runs the selected algorithms with the parameters chosen.
The parameters of the chosen method are displayed below with input boxes, where the parameters
can be introduced. Also in the particular case of the Univariate methods there is a checkbox available
in order to perform the method to all variables at once.
• Data Uploader and Database Uploader: Both functionalities have the same layout. They have a
list where a sample dataset/database can be chosen and an upload button to upload any dataset/database.
At the bottom, it is indicated whether any file has been loaded, and if the file is a sample dataset or
one uploaded by the user.
• Anomaly Questions: It contains all the questions that can be asked to Daphne and that are detailed
in sections 4.2, 4.3 and 4.4
A list displays all the questions the user can ask. Next to the list there is a button to answer the
question chosen. Below, once a question has been selected, different parameters are shown to set
the question. Once the questions are answered the response is displayed in this space
4.2 Algorithms questions
One of the objectives of the tool is to provide information of the nature of the anomalies, whether
they are triggered by particular variables, or how anomalous are compared to other instances. To do this
analysis the following questions are presented.
4.2.1 Anomalies Spotter
Although the multivariate anomaly detection methods output an anomaly score, the anomalies are
not automatically classified. Instead, a threshold t must be fixed to set the limit from which a data point
is considered or not as anomalous.
To classify the anomalies two possibilities have been implemented:
• Directly set the threshold t: The points xi that have an anomaly score that verify AS(xi ) > t are
categorized as anomalies.
• Set the number of detected anomalies to n: The n instances with the highest anomaly score are
classified as anomalies.
In both cases the output of the request consist on the anomalies detected directly marked on the
multivariate chart, and a written response that consists on the number of anomalies spotted and the
threshold set. An example of the output can be seen in Figure 12
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This method was also implemented with the possibility to add the selection feature, allowing to
classify as anomalies only the data which has been previously selected. This can be particularly useful while
monitoring a concrete region of the data where the user wants to extract the most anomalous points.
4.2.2 Agreement Between algorithms
Different algorithms use different properties from the data in order to classify the points as anomalous.
The request presented in this section allows the user to compare two algorithms by checking if the anomalies
detected with one algorithm corresponds to the anomalies detected with another.
The comparison between algorithms can be done with univariate or multivariate algorithms. When an
univariate method is selected for comparison, a concrete variable must be selected too. Checking agreement
between the anomalies detected for a concrete variable, and the anomalies detected for the whole system,
can be interesting when trying to determine which are the variables triggering the anomalies.
The agreement between two methods A and B computed by checking which are the anomalies that
coincide and the anomalies that are related:
Definition 4.1. Given an anomaly detected by method A: xA = (tA, yA), and an anomaly detected by
method B: xB = (tB , yB), the anomalies coincide if they occur at the same time: tA = tB
Definition 4.2. Given an anomaly detected by method A: xA = (tA, yA), and an anomaly detected by
method B: xB = (tB , yB) and a time margin tm > 0, the anomalies are related if they occur within the
time margin : |tA − tB | < tm
The objective of the relation stated on definition 4.1 is clear, to asses if both method detect the
same anomalies. If this happens it provides a higher confidence in considering the data an anomaly.
Related anomalies help the user by identifying anomalous regions of the data, and also when comparing
the anomalies from one variable, and a multivariate method, by helping to infer if the variable is triggering
the anomaly in the system, or vice versa.
The output of the request consists on an agreement metric, which is expressed in %. The premises
taken to do this computation are:
• If an anomaly detected by a method A coincides with an anomaly detected by method B, there is
a 100% of agreement from method A, with method B, in the mentioned anomaly.
• If an anomaly detected by a method A is related with an anomaly detected by method B, there is
a 50% of agreement from method A, with method B, in the mentioned anomaly.
Three types of agreement metrics can be computed, a general metric, and one for each direction of
relationship. It must be recalled that definition 4.1 implies definition 4.2, as a result the agreement metrics
can be computed as:
• Agreement of method A to method B: AMA→B = RA→B+CA→B2NA
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• Agreement of method B to method A: AMB→A = RB→A+CB→A2NB
• General agreement of methods A and B: AMT = RA→B+RB→A+CA→B+CB→A2(NA+NB)
In the equations above, the terms RP→Q represent the number anomalies detected by method P that
are related to an anomaly detected by method Q, CP→Q the number of anomalies detected by method P
that coincide with method an anomaly detected by Q, and NP , the total number of anomalies detected by
method P.
The response of the data consists on a written answer which shows the agreement metrics, the number
of the anomalies detected by each of the methods compared, and the number of anomalies that are related
and that coincide with the other method. Examples of this can be seen in Figures 13 and 17.
4.2.3 Anomaly isolation
The next feature presented aims to help diagnose which are the anomalous variables in the system.
The request is quite simple, it counts the number of anomalies in an specific region or in the whole data,
and for all the variables and displays the ones with the greater number of anomalies.
This might result particularly useful in datasets with a big number of variables, it can help to show
which are the anomalous variables in a region characterized as anomalous by a multivariate method.
4.3 Data Related questions
The questions developed in this sections refer to intrinsic properties of the data, in particular, correla-
tion between variables and seasonality of a particular variable. The objective of the functionalities detailed
on this section is allowing the user to get a quick and simple understanding of the structure and relations of
the data. This knowledge is useful when deciding the method used to detect anomalies, or when choosing
the parameters of the model used.
4.3.1 Correlation
Two definitions of correlations are available in Daphne, Pearson correlation and Spearman correlation.
Both correlation types are computed between variables at the moment the data is loaded, and can be
accessed directly when requested. The calculation is done quite simply by applying the mathematical
formula of both correlations[53]:
ρX ,Y =
cov(X , Y )
σXσY
=
E [(X − µX )(Y − µY )]
σXσY
(13)
(rs)X ,Y = ρrgX ,rgY = 1−
6
∑
d2i
n(n2 − 1)) (14)
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In equation (13), ρX ,Y refers to Pearson correlation between variables X and Y , cov(X , Y ) to the
co-variance between both variables and σX and σY to the variables standard deviations. Co-variance is
further developed in its definition, in which E () refers to the expectation and µX and µY are the means of
the variables.
Spearman Correlation, is defined in equation (14) as (rs)X ,Y , as Pearson correlation of the rank
variables (ρrgX ,rgY ). The correlation is further developed and resulting in the right hand side of the equation,
where di = rgxi − rgyi , i.e. the difference between the ranks of each observation, and n is the total number
of observations.
The main differences between these two types of correlation is the type of relationship that they asses.
Pearson correlation indicates whether there is a lineal relationship between variables X and Y . This can
be particularly useful when deciding the algorithm applied, for example for highly correlated variables, it
might be interesting to use principal components based anomaly detection (Section 6.1), or if two variables
are highly correlated, this might mean that it might be interesting to include on in the ARIMA model
of the other as an exogenous variable (Section 3.2.2). Spearman Correlation, only reflects if there is a
monotonic relation between the variables analyzed, although this relation might be not as useful to choose
an algorithm or fit its parameters, it provides information to the user and helps diagnosing the anomalous
variables.
The questions related to correlation that the user can ask are two:
• Show the k most correlated variables
• Show the k most correlated variables to variable q
The the difference between both queries is that in the first case all the pairs of variables are taken into
consideration, while in the second case only the pairs where variable q is one of the variables are considered.
An example of an answer is shown in Figure 9
Figure 9: Daphne provides the average of the absolute value of the correlations com-
puted, and shows the most correlated pairs of variables and the sign of the correlation
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4.3.2 Seasonality
The notion of seasonality used in this section is based on the developed in subsection 3.2.2, as the
main objective of this question is to be able to adequate choose the seasonality parameter in a SARIMA
model.
To determine seasonality auto correlation function (ACF) is analyzed [54]. The ACF is defined as
follows:
ACF (t) =
E [(X − µ)(Lt − µ)]
σ2
(15)
The previous equation defines the ACF given a fixed lag t. The terms that appear the equation, µ
and σ2, correspond respectively to the mean and variance of variable X . In theory, a process in which
seasonality is present, the seasonality term appears as a single spike on the ACF, in practice, a local extrem
appears in the function, this can be seen in Figure 10.
Figure 10: Sample of a ACF plot: The local maximums at lags 12, 24, 36, ... suggest
a 12 lag seasonality
The method implemented to asses if there is seasonality in the data, and consists on analyzing the
ACF searching local extreme. The peaks of the function are classified according to their relative amplitude,
if the amplitude of the peak is higher than 0.25 times the lag analyzed, the lag is showed as possible for
being a seasonality corresponding to it and if it is higher than 0.40 times is displayed as a lag with high
probability of containing a seasonality. It must be also noted that is common, when there is seasonality, to
find the multiples of the values also as likely seasonalities. This lags actually reinforce the idea of the first
one having a seasonality.
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The seasonality question analyzes the lags until a maximum fixed by the user. The respond consists
on a list of seasonalities ordered by likelyhood. An example of response is found in Figure 11
4.4 Anomaly Diagnose
Anomaly detection aside, the main objective of Daphne is to help the user understand the anomalies
detected by the implemented algorithms. To do so an anomaly diagnose feature has been implemented.
This feature is based on a database that the user must provide. It works by comparing the anomalies
detected to the anomalies present on the data base and returns a possible diagnose that helps the user to
understand what is happening, and gives a path of actuation in order to fix the anomaly
4.4.1 Anomaly Database
A database must be provided to Daphne in order to infer from it a consistent diagnose. The current
algorithm needs to be fed a data set of anomalies in which the appear the value of the variables when
the anomaly took place, the date and time when the it took place in a the timestamp column, the
diagnose of the anomaly in a column denominated anomalyType and the action taken on the anomaly in
an anomalyAction column.
This database is uploaded through a functionality called Anomaly Database Loader, which extracts
the information to feed the diagnose algorithm. The anomaly, database, with size l will be denoted as
ADB = {a1, a2, ..., al}
4.4.2 Diagnose algorithm
In order to classify the anomalies the algorithm simply finds the anomaly that is most similar to the
novel anomaly. To do so, the following steps are followed:
• Normalization of the data: both the data from the anomaly database, and the detected anomalies are
normalized. The normalization is done attending to the problem data. Both mean µ and standard
deviation σ are extracted from the data, after, the data is normalized: xˆ = x−µσ
• Distance calculation: for every novel anomaly na the distance to all the anomalies of the database is
computed d(na, ai )
• Nearest neighbor selection: the anomaly aj with minimum distance d(na, aj) = minai∈ADB d(na, ai ),
is selected and taken as reference for the novel anomaly.
• Diagnose: once a reference anomaly is selected, the novel anomaly is classified attending to the type
from aj , and the action suggested is also the one that corresponds to the reference anomaly.
The implementation also considers the case when the variables of the data provided and the anomaly
database don’t coincide, in this case the algorithm is executed taking into account only the common
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variables, but shows a warning to the user. Once the algorithm has obtained the most similar anomaly on
the database Daphne responds as shown in Figure 18
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5. Practical examples
Two datasets were used to test Daphne’s anomaly detection tool. The fist was extracted from the
Numenta Anomaly Benchmark [44], and the other cosists on real data from the battery system of a cubesat
[55]
5.1 Traffic data
This sample dataset contains real traffic data from the Twin Cities Metro area in Minnesota. The
original dataset contains 7 variables, but, due to incomplete data, only the variables that represent occu-
pancy and speed have been chosen to the analysis. Also data have been re sampled to one hour frequency
due to inconsistent time steps in the original data. As a result the data analyzed consists on a time series
of 5 variables, 2 occupancy variables and 3 speed variables, with a sampling frequency of one hour.
The fist step to the analysis consist on run the anomaly detection methods. Both univariate methods
were executed to all variables with the same parameters. In the case of the Windowed Statistics the window
parameter was fixed to w = 100. This number has been chosen intuitively in order to provide information
from the previous 4 days. The SARIMA based algorithm was executed taking into account a 24 hour
seasonality, this can be induced from an a priori knowledge of the data (the traffic patterns show a daily
seasonality), or asking daphne about it. When this question is asked to any of the variables on the dataset,
a similar response to the one displayed in Figure 11 is obtained, always with high probability in lag 24, as
expected.
Figure 11: Answer about seasonality of variable occupancy t4013. The seasonalities
are displayed from most importance to less. Having 48 as a probable value reinfoces
the idea that there is a seasonality in lag 24. A high probability in lag 12 also makes
sense, the acf plot that corresponds to this variable is the one in Figure 10, that shows
that 12 is a value to consider.
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Figure 12: Adaptive Kernel Density Based method’s Anomaly Score. When Daphne
is asked to classify the tree most anomalous points, a threshold is returned, and the
points classified as anomalies are marked in the anomaly plot with a purple dot
Multivariate methods were executed by keeping the default parameters, except in the case of the
isolation forest, in which the sampling parameters was modified to consider enough training points. When
analyzing the anomaly score of the Adaptive Kernel Density Based method, three clear anomalies are
spotted (Figure 12). Because of this, Daphne was asked to classify the three most anomalous points using
the score of the multivariate methods for both algorithms.
Figure 13: When both methods are asked to classify the 3 most anomalous points
there is a correspondence of 100%, as the anomalies detected are the same. All the
anomalies are marked as coincident and as related according to definitions 4.1 and
4.2, respectively
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Also Daphne was asked whether there is agreement between both multivariate methods. The response
returned (Figure 13) shows there is complete agreement between the methods, providing higher certainty
about these points being anomalies.
Once there is certainty enough that the marked data points are in fact anomalies, Daphne can be used
to spot the variables that trigger, or are related to these anomalies. In particular, when the points in the
surrounding the anomalies are selected, the user can ask which are the variables with the higher number
of spotted anomalies on the selection (Figure 14). Once these variables are known the plot of the variable
and the anomaly score can be overlapped to understand the behaviour of the system.
Figure 14: When asked to show the most anomalous variables, Daphne returns the
number of anomalies spotted in the selection, as well as the variable, and the anomaly
detection method associated to the anomalies. If the speed t4013 is displayed, it is
clear that the anomalies spotted are driven by this variable
This procedure is an example of how, Daphne can be used to understand the behaviour of the data,
spot the anomalies on the data, and understand the behaviour of the system in this anomalies.
5.2 Satellite data
The original housekeeping data from the cubesat contained 14 variables, but, in order to simplyfy the
analysis of the data only three of the variables were kept. The variables discharded had to do with the
orientation of different parts of the satellite, such as the solar panels or the chasis. The battery level (mV),
photo voltaic current (mA) and total System current (mA), were the remaining variables considered.
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(a) SARIMA Method applied to total system current
(b) SARIMA Method applied to battery
Figure 15: Both methods detect anomalies o the data when this constant steps don’t
adjust to the seasonal data pattern. In the case of the battery 15a also the introduced
anomalies are detected, due to the seasonal model, the these anomalies induce false
alarms
As the datasets available on the internet correspond to normal functioning of the satellite mostly didn’t
contained anomalous data. Analyzing the data some irregularities might be spotted at first glance, some
sections of the data appear suspiciously constant, which might indicate overflow of data. This anomalies
are not detected by the Windowed Statistic methodology, but can be detected using a SARIMA based
algorithm (Figure 15).
Figure 16: Windowed Statistic method applied to Battery variable. Using this method,
only the introduced anomalies are detected, but not the data overflow anomalies.
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Although these overflow data anomalies are detected, the values do not correspond to anomalous
behaviour of the system. In order to test the diagnose function of Daphne, two anomalies were introduced,
by setting anomalous values at the battery variable, one corresponding to a low battery level and another
corresponding to an overcharge on the batteries.
The anomalies were successfully detected by the Windowed Statistic (Figure 16), SARIMA based
(Figure 15b), and appear as peaks in the anomaly score of the Kernel Adaptive Density Based Algorithm
(Figure 17)
Because of the coincidence of a lot of the values of the data due to low resolution, the performance
of the iForest algorithm is quite poor. When the 2 most anomalous points according to the iForest are
compared with the 2 according to the Adaptive Kernel Density Based, only one anomaly coincides (Figure
13).
Figure 17: Adaptive Kernel Density Based Algorithm Anomaly scores and Agreement
with iForest. Two spikes appear on the anomaly score, corresponding to the anomalies
introduced.
To test the anomaly diagnose feature a sample database was uploaded, containing anomalies corre-
sponding to low battery levels and overcharge of the battery. These anomalies are compared with the
detected ones to diagnose them. The response of this diagnose is shown in Figure 18.
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Figure 18: Anomaly Diagnose Response. A Nearest Neighbors algorithm matches the
novel anomalies with the ones on the database, and similar anomalies are displayed
to the user.
The procedure followed shows how can inconsistencies in seasonality can be found, and how the
anomaly diagnose feature results useful into understanding the anomalies, and taking decisions regarding
the actuation that must be followed
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6. Future Work
The current version of DAPHNE’s Anomaly Detection feature is the first step in building a versatile
tool to detect irregularities on any kind of data. This section is dedicated to present the possibilities
of improvement for the current implementation. This might be done by adding new anomaly detection
algorithms specific for other kinds of anomalies, by improving current functionalities such as the Anomaly
Diagnose, or by adapting the tool for new needs such as Online Anomaly detection.
6.1 Algorithm additions
Daphne’s anomaly detection tool mainly relies on unsupervised algorithms in order to detect anomalies
on the input data. Deepening in this kind of methods, other algorithms might be useful to implement, in
order to address different problems in a more specific way.
When dealing with systems in which accumulative effects are relevant, is useful to use anomaly metrics
as the cumulative sum (CUSUM), that do not focus that much on the deviation of the data from normal
instances, but on the sum of these deviations over time. They can be applied to computer traffic data
to detect flooding attacks [56], or to monitor power systems [10]. When the system variables are highly
correlated, this CUSUM approach, can be performed together with Principal Components Analysis (PCA).
This has been successfully applied to early detect the collapse of a hospital’s emergency department [57].
Another interesting direction to improve Daphne’s anomaly detection tool might be to consider the
temporal dimension on multivariate methods. The current implemented approaches in Daphne, only con-
sider the general distribution of the data, but no the temporal scope. To do so, Dynamic Time Warping
(DTW) similarity measure [58] might be interesting to introduce with anomaly detection techniques [33].
This measure evaluates the similarity in shape between two sequences, and can be applied to multivariate
sequences. DTW has been already applied to detect anomalies in Satellite Telemetry Data [59].
Numenta’s Anomaly detection tool [18] is based in HTM networks that mimic the processes that take
place in the human brain [60]. The algorithm developed for anomaly detection [20], has been proven to
significantly overpass other state of the art algorithms [61]. This algorithm is developed for univariate
series, and it can be interesting to add it to the list of implemented methods.
6.2 Anomalies Diagnose
The current approach consists on an empirical model, also called data driven models, these do not
depend on specific introduced expert knowledge, but, instead only on the patterns of the data provided
[62]. The anomaly diagnose algorithm implemented is quite simplistic and may induce error, as it only
relays on the nearest neighbors of the novel anomaly.
In order to improve the reliability of the model more complex classification algorithms might be
interesting to implement. Combining Kernel Fisher Discriminant Analysis and the k-nearest neighbors can
be used to improve the performance of fault diagnosis [63]. Also, using associated rules, might be an
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interesting upgrade, as it has successfully been used in a problem similar to the one presented in Section
5.2 [9].
In contrast to empirical models, mechanistic models are applied to systems for which the behaviour
is well known. In this case there is many literature regarding fault diagnose [64], given a process model
Kalman filters [7] and Particle filters [65] frameworks can be applied with high reliability. Although the
precision and effectiveness of these methods is quite decent, their approach is very domain specific, and,
as a result, the integration of these frameworks in Daphne might not be adequeate.
6.3 Online integration
Online detection is an important field of research, with many different algorithms proposed for this
task [66]. Many systems rely on these algorithms to early detect critical events, like intrusions [5] or
system faults [67]. The main requirement for an online Anomaly Detection algorithms, is to have low
computational complexity, in order to be able to keep up with the data stream.
Algorithms 2, 3, and 6 can be easily transferred to perform in an online fashion, under a reasonable
data stream. All methods can be trained independently, and, once trained, the computational complexity
needed to evaluate incoming data is assumable for moderated streams of data.
Specific algorithms are designed to assimilate Big Data Streams [68]. In the particular case of statistical
methods, like algorithm 1, these can also be easily transfer to an online version for larges amounts of data
[42], due to the low complexity.
Also, other online algorithms might be also interesting to implement in the future, like HTM based
[19] (already mentioned in section 6.1), that are considered to have high performance, or algorithms to
address specific requirements like small training samples [69].
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7. Conclusions
The anomaly detection problem can be complicated due to the different definitions of anomaly. De-
pending on the requirements of problem presented, different statistics must be considered, and even when
it is clear which are the ones to be monitored, the concept of anomaly can be very subjective. As a result,
often, an individual analysis must be done.
By presenting the analyzed cases, it is shown how the tool can be used to monitor variables, detect
and diagnose unexpected behaviours. In particular, tools like the anomaly diagnose, anomaly isolation
questions or agreement questions, allow the user to understand with a more high level perspective of what
is happening. In order to clear part of this subjectivity from the anomalies, the interface helps the user
in understanding the data by extracting properties of the data, such as seasonality or correlation between
variables.
The current implementation still has a long path to become an useful tool. Just a few of detection
algorithms have been implemented, but in order to try to cover a broader scope of this problem variety,
other algorithms are already considered to be implemented in the future. Because of the way the tool is
programmed, adding new methodologies for anomaly detection can be done easily. And this being an open
source project, allows it to become used by anyone, and easily developed by other collaborators.
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